NORTH OLYMPIC
PENINSULA
BEEKEEPERS
ASSOCIATION

The North Olympic
Peninsula Beekeepers’ Association
formed to promote
the common interest
and general welfare
of beekeeping, to
protect honey bees,
to encourage good
bee management
practices, and to encourage good public
relations between
beekeepers and the
public.
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We have made it to a new year! So exciting isn’t it? The possibilities are endless, if we let
them bee so! For those of you who may not know me well, this is who I am.
I am a transplant to the Pacific Northwest by way of my hubby, Chris, wanting to retire
here eventually. In August of 2011 (yes at the height of “Move here weather”), we took a
week-long vacation to visit the Pacific Northwest. By the end of our week-long vacation,
we had purchased a home in Port Angeles.
In a sentence: I am an Italian speaking, music wielding, yarn knitting, human-, nature-, and
animal-loving, banker. Beekeeping and some of my other interest, knitting for example,
didn’t come into bee-ing until we moved here. I am glad that it all happened the way it has.
In this small community of North Olympic Pacific Beekeepers, I have found such love for
bees and willingness to be of service to each other! It is amazing, and I must say thank you!
So, that is my short introduction of who I am, and I hope to get to know all of you as well!
Now be patient with me,, I am working on names, but I think our name tags will help.
(wink)
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I wanted to let you all know, I recently purchased a great little book for our enjoyment:
“Dr Jamoke’s Little Book of Hitherto Uncompiled Facts and Curiosities Regarding Bees.”
It’s a great book to pick up, read a few segments, and set it down. I’ll be putting a copy in
our library for members to checkout. It truly is a little gem of a book with many interesting
little tidbits about bees: proverbs, natural facts, cultural beliefs, both past and present, and
many, many more. Some of my favorites are:

Bubilas and Austeéja were the Lithuanian god and goddess of bees.
(I am part Lithuanian and also thought that Austeéja was a pretty name)
“The keeping of bees is like the direction of sunbeams”-Henry David Thoreau

The Guard Bee
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“Bees do not become hornets.” Spanish Proverb
(see if you get it, it took a little work for me!)
So, I toast to another awesome year in beekeeping!
—Tyrone

Honey Recipes
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Secretary’s…......Waggle Dance Communications…......
North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers' Association (NOPBA)
Minutes for General Meeting, 15 November 2016
The North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers' Association met at the Port Angeles Public Library.
President Meg Depew called the meeting to order at 1:09 p.m. There were no minutes from
the previous meeting, of which very few people attended as it was during the 15th Annual Crab Fest in Port Angeles.

Treasurer's report
Previous Balance

5058.44$

Deposits

0$

Expenses

0$

New Balance

5058.44$

Beekeeper/Education Trustee report
Before the last meeting, Mark made a presentation at the Harvest Fest, and at one school.
The club bees in the Warré hive were active, angry and consuming a great deal of food. All
other club hives are defunct, except possibly one.

Library Report
Any books have been checked out and are overdue. Tyrone donated many (older) books and
some labels to the library.

Ad Hoc Trustee Report
N/A

Vice President
Ty is reaching out to several speakers: Spikenard (no reply yet), Paul Stamets (form letter
reply – this is the second attempt to get him to speak here), Bee Girl, and Jacqueline Freeman.

Loretta – Flow Hive
She got "a ton of honey" out of it. Loretta made a video, which went well. There was some
trouble with yellow jacket robbing. The flow hive box contains 7 frames, and yielded about
½ gallon per frame of very clean honey that needed no filtering, no spinning. They began
filling it again after harvest. The 7-frame box cost $570. The bees would not use it while
any other super was installed, but did a good job in it when it was the only super..

Old Business
By Laws. The proposed amendments were read. Meg proposed acceptance; Julia seconded. The amendments passed unanimously.
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New Business
Magazine Subscriptions. Since part of the new By Laws stipulate a $350 budget for the
Beekeeper Trustee, mark will renew the usual magazine subscriptions.
Library Room Reservation. The library is changing reservation rules. It is no longer possible

to reserve the meeting room a year at a time, rather in 3-month blocks. Mark proposed
that we meet on the 7th of May instead of on Mother's Day. This was approved. Kirsten
suggested doing the same during CrabFest since attendance was so poor the past few
years – Mark vetoed that.
Philanthropy. Chris raised the question of donating to a bee sanctuary as we have done for

the past few years.

Announcements

Additional announcements were called for by President, Meg Depew.
Bob Pasco would like to pass on the coffee maker duty.
The Club now has a headless mannequin for the booth. It would be nice to find a head for
the mannequin.
Motion to adjourn the meeting at 1:52 pm was made by Cindy and seconded by Bob P.

2017 Club Officers
OFFICE

REPRESENTATIVE

President:

Tyrone Beatty

Vice-President:

Barbara Powell

Treasurer:

Chris Beatty

Beekeeper/Education Trustee:

Mark Urnes

Librarian:

Angela Regan

Ad Hoc Committee Trustee:

Warren Mecca

Newsletter Editor:

Walt Wielbicki

Secretary:

<empty slot>

Past President:

Meg Depew

Respectfully submitted,
C. Kirsten Whitworth, NOPBA Secretary
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Devastating mites jump nimbly from flowers to honeybees
Mites that infest honeybees may be blind with tiny brains, but make no mistake: When a
bee sidles up next to them, they are surprisingly quick-footed.

A study, published Dec. 12 in PLOS One, describes for the first time – and documents with video footage – how Varroa mites can nimbly jump from flowers onto bees.
The finding is important because Varroa mites are linked with massive honeybee colony deaths, as they
infest nursery cells in honeybee nests and feed on developing bees while also transferring deadly viruses.
The mites are known to readily spread through both managed and wild colonies. In managed colonies,
Varroa mites are thought to spread by riding on bees when they rob weak colonies or drift between
hives. But widely spaced wild colonies also suffer from mite infestations, even though wild bees rarely
venture into other hives. It was suspected that mites could attach themselves to bees when they visit
flowers, though this means of transmission has been rarely studied.
"No one has ever shown that bees flying naturally and freely, arriving at flowers and then leaving as
they wished, presented a large enough opportunity for Varroa mites to make these jumps," said David
Peck, the study's first author and a graduate student in the lab of senior author Thomas Seeley, the
Horace White Professor in Biology. Michael Smith, a graduate student in Seeley's lab, is a co-author

Read more at: http://phys.org/news/2016-12-devastating-mites-nimbly-honeybees.html#jCp

Thanks to Cindy Ericksen for submitting this article
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The Guard Bee …..Walt Wielbicki

WASP BAIT
I know its not anywhere near bee season let alone the warm summer
wasp season but I can dream can’t I ? Here is a new bait for wasps like
we used to have years ago until it was removed from the market. The
only hitch in the git-along is it is only available in New Zealand. But we
can hope it makes it here
Follow my hyperlinks for more info. VIDEO

Cost-effective wasp control over large areas is now a reality with Vespex® ‒ a bait designed specifically for the control of Vespula wasp species (yellow jackets). There is no requirement to find the nests, as the
wasps gather the bait from Wasptek™ bait stations and carry it back
to the nest. The wasps then share the bait around nest-mates, including the queen, quickly destroying the whole colony.
Vespex® is not at all attractive to bees, and is of very low risk to birds,
pets and people. The bait does contain an ecotoxic though, and there
are some strict stewardship controls in place to ensure that the bait is
used in a way that does not present a threat to the environment.

The biggest mite I’ve ever seen !
Make sure your mouse guards
are on or at least your hive is
up off the ground a bit.

Scientific name: Vespula

Vespula is a small genus of
social wasps, widely distributed in the Northern
Hemisphere. Along with
members of their sister
genus Dolichovespula,
they are collectively
known by the common
name yellowjackets in
North America. Wikipedia

The Editors comb……..Walt Wielbicki
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A new year, a new hive to build
I’ve built several hive types
mostly top bar types, Kenyon.
Warre, Tanzanian, Japanese
traditional, etc. nearly all with
windows. Why? you may ask,
my wife asks this constantly.
Well I have had an interest in
bees for around 60 years my
playground was the Berkshire
mountains and the Connecticut
river in Massachusetts. Where
you could lay in the wild flower
fields and listen to the bees and
birds and when the sun set
watch the fire fly's. I found I
could catch the bees in my
cupped hands and not get

stung. I got my first bee book
in a second hand store. I sold a
stack of my comic books (the
going rate was 2 or 3 cents ea.)
and bought A. I. Roots “The
ABC and XYZ of BEE CULTURE” back in the 1950’s so I
was bit by the bee so to speak.
So why Top Bars ? They are
easy to build a few pieces of
scrap wood a few screws or
nails and you have a hive. Why
do I build with 2X (1.5”) wood
well I also read a bit of lorinzo
Langstroths first writings in
which he recommends 1.5” to
2” thick wood for his hives to

match the same as a tree hive.
He did say thinner wood was
ok in the tropics and southern
latitudes but found the bees
survived better in the northern
latitudes with thick wood hives.
So anyway here I go again my
next endeavor a “Layens Hive”.
If your interested there are
free plans by Dr. Leo Sha-

LAYENS HIVES

rashkin founder of HorizontalHive.com and editor
of Keeping Bees With a
Smile, a comprehensive re-

Layens is the original horizontal hive with extra-deep
frames, invented in the
19th century by the famous
French beekeeper Georges
de Layens. More than 1
million hives of this model
are in use today

source on keeping bees naturally in horizontal hives.

My latest read by Fedor Lazutin
An great resource for beginners and professionals alike,
this richly illustrated book is
complete with plans for
making bee-friendly, wellinsulated horizontal hives
with extra-deep frames Layens hives, long langstroth
hives, Lazutin hives, double
deep horizontal hive he
even has plans on his site
for a Bee Bed where you
sleep on a hive with a lid

like a tanning bed. u will gain
a profound respect for the
bees’ intelligence, the practical information for successfully starting and maintaining
a few (or many!) colonies in
your own backyard, and an
appreciation of the bees’
harmonious cooperative
ways — Check it out at:

http://horizontalhive.com/
Keeping Bees With A Smile:
A Vision and Practice of Natural
Apiculture
Fedor Lazutin
Dr. Leonid Sharashkin (editor)

Long Langstroth Hive
This is the hive that
Walt built. And these
are the plans to craft the
hive that Walt built.
It accepts 31 standard
deep frames and features bee-friendly thick
walls for durability and
superior insulation.
High legs mean convenient hive visits and
no mice and possums to

worry about. No wonder walt picked this design ! This is a set-it
and forget it hive. No
80 lb boxes to lift only
frames full of honey!
Not meant to be moved,
have you ever seen a
tree hive move…. Only
in the wind ! Use standard deep frames with or
without foundation. Or

use your own top bars
for chemical free comb.
Long Langstroth Hive
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From The Hive By Chef Beebread

First-Prize Honey Gingerbread
This is the first-prize recipe from the honey gingerbread category
of the Honey Culinary Competition at the 1934 State Fair.
1 C butter 3 C flour ½ C sugar 2 t baking soda ½ C honey 1
t cinnamon 1 C molasses 1 t cloves 3 eggs, beaten 2 t ginger 1
C buttermilk (or sour cream) pinch of salt
Cream sugar, honey, molasses, and butter. Add eggs, and milk,
and mix well. Sift together dry ingredients and add to creamed
liquid ingredients, mixing until well blended. Pour into a greased
and floured 9 by 9-inch pan. Bake at 350 degrees for 30 minutes,
or until center tests done.

Fandangled Salad
Spring Mix Greens z Yellow Pepper (cut in small pieces) z Roasted Pecans (pieces)
Thinly Sliced Strawberries (fresh) z Feta Cheese (crumbled fine)
z

Dressing:
z 1/4 cup balsamic vinegar z 1 cup lite olive oil z 1/4 cup sugar z 1/4 cup honey
small onion z 1 tsp. Dry Mustard z 1 tsp. Spanish Paprika z 1 tsp. Poppy Seeds
Celery Seed

z
z

z

½
1 tsp.

Put dressing ingredients in a blender and liquify. You may double this recipe. Refrigerate
dressing. It will become thick. Let it set out a little while and get to room temperature
and then stir well before using.
Put spring mix into bowl, sprinkle in peppers, pecans, strawberries, and feta cheese. If
you use a punch bowl, you can layer this and it is very attractive
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NOPBA CLUB LIBRARY

Librarian :

Videos:
Tapes: Silence of the Bees
Honeybees and Beekeeping: A year in the life of an apiary, University of Georgia
Honeybees and Beekeeping: A year in the life of an apiary, Part 2
Beekeeping: Exploring a unique industry, Parts 1-7 (Ohio St. University)
Beekeeping: Exploring a unique industry, Parts 8-14
DVD's: The Bee Movie
Queen of the Sun
An Introduction to Beekeeping
Backyard Hive: Alternative Beekeeping using Top Bar Hive & Bee Guardian Methods
Articles, Tips and Information. Compiled by Walt Weilbicki
NOVA: Tales from the Hive
Bushy Mountain Bee Farm series:
Keeping Bees and Producing Honey
Package Bee Installation
Bee Removal
Comb Honey Production
Extracting
Swarm Boxes
Free Bees for You
Queen and Package Bee Production
Requeening and Colony Division
The Magic of Mead
MAGAZINES AND PUBLICATIONS:
Bee Culture, May through June 2014
Honey Bee Diseases and Pests, 2nd Edition and 2nd Edition Revised by Univ. of Guelph, Ontario
How to Reduce Bee Poisoning form Pesticides, 2006 Edition and 2013 Edition
Project Apis m.: Analytical Lab Directory for Beekeepers Honey For Sale: The Official Honey
Board Marketing Kit, Colorado 1999
BOOKS:
The Gentle Craft
Modern Bee-keeping: A Handbook for Cottages, Published 1890
The Beekeeper's Handbook, 3rd Edition
Better Bee Keeping
Top-Bar Hive Beekeeping: Wisdom and Pleasure Combined
Honey Bee Pest, Predators and Diseases
An Eyewitness Account of Early American Beekeeping: The Autobiography of A.I. Root 18391923
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Keeping Bees by Peter Beckly
Keeping Bees by John Vivian
Breeding Super Bees
How to Keep Bees and Sell Honey
Top-Bar Beekeeping: Organic Practices for Honeybee Health
Toward Saving the Honeybee
At the Hive Entrance
Nectar and Pollen Plants of Oregon and the Pacific Northwest
Hive Management: A Seasonal Guide for Beekeepers
The Beekeeper's Bible
500 Answers to Bee Questions
First Lessons in Beekeeping by C. P. Dadant (Qty 3)
Bee Equipment Essentials
Bee Sex Essentials
Queen Rearing Essentials (Qty 2)
Increase Essentials
The Hive and the Honeybee (Qty 3
The Hive and the Honeybee Revisited
Beekeeping for All
The ABC and XYZ of Bee Culture
Honey Bee Biology and Beekeeping
A Country Year: Living the Questions
Practical Beekeeping
Three Seasons of Bees: A Pacific Northwest Journal
The Complete Idiots Guide to Beekeeping
Swarm Traps and Bait Hives: The Easy Way to get Bees for Free
The Biggle Bee Book by Jacob Biggle, 1909
Honeybee: Lessons from and Accidental Beekeeper
Robbing the Bees
Following the Bloom: Across America with Migratory Beekeepers
The Thinking Beekeeper: A Guide to Natural Beekeeping in Top Bar Hives
Learning From Bees: A Philosophy of Natural Beekeeping by Chandler, Phillip
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
The Bee-Man of Orn (ages 4 and up)
The Honeybee Man (ages 4 and up)
Bees, Hives, Honey! Beekeeping for Children (ages 8 and up)
COOKING AND CRAFTS
Super Formulas: Arts and Crafts
Beeswax: Molding and Candle Making (Qty 2)
Wick, Wax and Talk 2nd Time Around
Making Vinegar at Home
Making Wild Wines and Meads
The Complete Meadmaker
Cooking with Honey
Sweetened with Honey the Natural Way
The Backyard Beekeeper's Honey Handbook
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Bee Stuff — Swap! / Looking For! / For Sale! / Free stuff! / ?

Put your Ad here! Free to paid up non– commercial
NOPBA members.

The Editors comb……..Walt Wielbicki

What is Happening Calendar

1/8/2017

General meeting NOPBA at Port Angeles Library

1/28/2017

Lunar new year begins
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Membership signup form and renewal for NOPBA

Forgot your dues ? Or if you wish to become a member fill out the form below
and send it to the address on the form.
Please make checks payable to NOPBA
North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers Association
New Member signup & Renewal form
Name ________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________
Phone ________________________________________________________
Email _________________________________________________________
Beekeeping experience __________________________________________
Number of Hives _______________________________________________
Type of Hives __________________________________________________
For office use only:
Dues Paid___________ Date ___________
Initials ________
To Mail in:
1. Fill out form
2. Enclose Check for $10.00 for one years dues
3. Mail to:
NOPBA
P.O. box 3036
Sequim, WA 98382

WWW.NOPBA.ORG
INFO@NOPBA.ORG

Our meetings are currently held
on the second Sunday of the month
at 1:00 p.m. A WSBA class for
certification starts one hour before
the business meeting. We meet
indoors at the Port Angeles Library.
NEXT MEETING :
January 8, 2017

The North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers’
Association formed to promote the common interest and general welfare of beekeeping, to protect honey bees, to encourage good bee management practices, and
to encourage good public relations between
beekeepers and the public.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 2016 – 2017
President

Tyrone Beatty

majikmusikman37@hotmail.com

Vice President

Barbra Powel

bapowell57@hotmail.com

Treasure

Chris Beatty

c2beatty@gmail.com

Education

Mark Urnes

Beekeeper Trustee

Mark Urnes

urnes@msn.com

Librarian

Angela Reagan

angela.regan@EFFEN.com

Newsletter

Walt Wielbicki

Past President

Margaret Depew

Ad Hoc Comm. Trustee

Warren Mecca

urnes@msn.com

waltw@q.com
sequimbeefarm@gmail.com
meccanator@gmail.com

North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers Association
Editor: Walt Wielbicki
E-mail: waltw@q.com
NOPBA
PO Box 3036, Sequim WA 98382
www.nopba.org

